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QUESTION 1

An administrator is unable to login to vCenter Server when using the vSphere Web Client. The administrator
successfully accessed vCenter Server using the client earlier the same day. 

What is the most appropriate first step the administrator should take to resolve this issue? 

A. Verify the web browser being used has Adobe Flash plugin version 11.5 or later 

B. Verify the vCenter Single Sign-On service is running on the vCenter Server 

C. Verify the vSphere Web Server service is running on the vCenter Server 

D. Verify the administrator has permissions configured in vCenter Server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When a space-efficient storage technology such as thin provisioning is used how is storage usage tracked against a
Machine? 

A. The storage allocated to a provisioned machine is fully committed to that machine, even when it is powered off. 

B. The storage allocated and the storage used are tracked separately and only the storage used is fully committed to
the provisioned machine. 

C. The storage allocated to a provisioned machine is fully committed to that machine, only when it is powered on. 

D. The storage allocated and the storage used are tracked separately and the storage allocated is fully committed to the
provisioned machine. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A vSphere administrator is attempting to upgrade an ESXi host using vSphere Update Manager. 

The administrator has attached the baseline and remediated the host. Update Manager reports the remediation process
has completed successfully. However, upon inspection the host is not upgraded. What is the most likely reason for this
issue? 

A. The ESXi host has less than 10MB free in its /tmp directory. 

B. The user performing the upgrade has insufficient privileges. 

C. The Update Manager service has not been configured with root level access to the host. 

D. The baseline has been configured using an invalid ISO image. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which system wide role is responsible for managing Amazon AWS instance types? 

A. IaaS Administrator 

B. System Administrator 

C. Fabric Administrator 

D. Tenant Administrator 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A business group manager requests an email be sent out when resources in their reservations run low. Which option
best addresses the request? 

A. Edit the business group\\'s reservations and select Send alerts to group manager checkbox. 

B. Edit the business group\\'s reservations and select Email group manager on the alert checkbox. 

C. Edit the business group\\'s configuration and select Send global email alerts from vCloud Automation Center
checkbox. 

D. Edit the business group\\'s configuration and select Email all alerts to group manager checkbox. 

Correct Answer: A 
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